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the Book, and preparing himself for that work
which he has since so successfully done.
His first discourse was prellched in Nov., 1864;
ot
W. A. CRUM.
and while he has been co~pelled by' force of circumstances to follow different occupations at differThe subject of this sketch, was born in Tipt0n
county, Tenn., Sep. 10, 1837; and in December of ent times in order to support his family and educate
the same year, his parents removed to the State of his children; yet he has never failed from that time
MississIppi, and Bettled in a neighborhood that is to this to present and plead the claims of Jesus
now a part of Benton county. He was reared on 'whenever and wherever he could find the opporthe farm on which he still resides, adjacent to the tunity to do so. He has served his neighbors as a
town of Hickory Flat on the Kansas City and Bir- shoemaker, and miller, his county as a legislator,
mingham railroad. His educational advantagps, or his town as a mayor, his clients as a lawyer, the
disadvantages rather, were such as then fell to the church of which he is a member as an elder and as
a preacher, and the cause at large as an evangelist.
lot of poor farmer boys in what were called "the
old field schools" of the rural districts. Poorly In all these varied labors, he has maintained an unequipped as most of these schoob were, they gave blemighed reputation for Christian firmness and
many a bright boy the start that enabled him to at- integrity.
He has a strong and logical mind, clear conceptain eminence afterward in law, or medicine, or
politics, or the Christian ministry. By hard study tions of truth and duty, and a ready utterance of
In after years, W. A. Crum, like many others. made what he thinks and believes. Hig sermons are
up to a great extent for the disadvantages under mainly argumentative; yet he has sufficient power
which he labored during his boyhood days; and by of exhortation to be quite successful as an evangeextensive reading and close observation, he has ac- list. He thinks for himself, acts accordingly, and
quired a large fund of information which he knows is always ready to defend what he believes lotnd
how to use to good advantage, which those who as- teaches against any and all assailants. He has had
sail him often find out to their own sorrow. He is several public debates, in all of which he sustained
of German .descent, I imppose, as in his own county himself and his cause to the entire satisfaction of
those whom he represented.
He has met the chosen
he has long been familiarly known as "Dutch"
champions of the Missionary Baptists, the PrimiCrum.
In 1855, when a mere youth as the dates show, tive BaptilOts,the Methodists, and the Mormons;
he married Miss Malvina Smith who still lives to and is ready to meet them again whenevfll' it may
be necessary: He says that he has never sought a
aid, encourage, and bless him in his varied and arddebate, nor evaded one. The latter is especially
uous labors; and to whom, he says, he' is largely true. The theological knight who is spoiling for a
indebted for what he is and what he has lIccomplish- fight, has only to challenge W. A. Crum and agree
ed. This is the highest tribute that he could pos- to honorable terms, to get on,e. He is set for the
sibly pay to her sterling worth; yet all who know defense of what he believes to be the truth.
He has five daughters living-all happily marher will gladly testify that it is richly deserved.
.ried; and two sons, likewise married. W. E. Cru:l1,
The prominent stand that he took in his own the older of the two, is a preacher and debater of
county in early life, is shown by the fact that he more than ordinarv ability. For several y.ears he
was a chosen member of the Convention that passed. labored with marked success in North Miss., but for
the ordinance of Seceision; and to his credit be it a year or two past he has been laboring in Texas.
said that he was one of the "Immortal Nine," as We need him back in his native State. C. L. Crum,
the youngest son, is a man of talent, and is at this
they were jeeringly called, who voted against that
time the president of the Christian Missionary Conmeasure. On its passage, however, by so large a vention of Mississippi.
majority, the "Immortal Nine" surrendered, and
Although Bro. Crum is nearly sixty years of
the vote was made unanimous. This incident is' age, he is still in good health, and is able to do
mentioned to show that he then had, although a more work and better work in the gospel field than
young man comparatively, the courage of his ()wn at any former period of his life. He has never
sought notoriety, nor has he ever gone in quest of
convictions.
easy places; but has been content to labor, like his
In May, 1861, he volunteered in the 17th Mi88. Lord and Master, among "the common people,"
Reg't. of infantry which was always fouDd in the where the providence of God placed him. His'
thickest of the fi~ht whenever opportunity offered, work has always been a hard, self-sacrificin!!', unremunerative, pIOneer work. A strong man,a good
and which made so brilliant a record during the war.
man, a tried man, a true man-the
churches of
At the battle of Gettysburg, Pa., he was severely
North Miss. owe it to him, to themselves, and to
wounded and left for dead on the battlefield. In the cause, to cut him loose from wordly cares, and
Nov., 1863, he was furloughed and came home, 1.luS enable him to devote the remainder of his life
wholly to the work of the Lord.
being able to walk only by the aid of crutches.
May the Lord spare him yet many years to work
"To keep the wolf from the door," as he himself
in his vineyard; and may these be the happiest and
tersely expresse<;it, he made shoes for three years,
J}>O...... fl"uitful of all the years of his useful life.
while at the same time
'1ili~flntly studying
B. F. MANlRE.
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gold reserve was decreased nearl y
eight million dollars.
The product of
the gold mines of the United States
last -year was fifty-three million dollars. This shows that the exports
of gold for the first half of 1897
amounted to less than the new gold
mined during that time. This is not
a bad showing.

From the fall of man the human
race bas been cursed by serpents.
In
our temperate climate comparatively
few persons die from the effect of
snake bites, but in tropical countries
the death rate from that cause is
Quite an impottant decision was remuch greater. In India it is estimated
cemly made by tbe United States
tbat twenty thousand deaths occur
Circuit Court at Chicago. It will be
every year from the poison of the
remembered
that auring the great
booded serpent.
Tbis appears to us
strike in 1894 much private property,
alarming.
And remember that these
as well as property belonging to corpeople die in spite of the great quanporations, was destroyed.
The law
tity of the popular "snake bite remof
Illinois
mak
es
cities
and
counties
edy," furnished them so generously
by tlie Christian nations of the world, . liable for Buch losses occurring in
them. The decision of the court is
headed by Christian England.
Some
that the liability holds, even if the ofof the most degraded nations of the
ficials have not been negligent.
This
world bave long been known to take
will -compel Cook county and the city
snake venom internally, or inoculate
of Chicago to pay three-fourths
of
themselves with it, to counteract the
the cost of the strike three years.
effect of sna1l:ebites. Tbis well- known
Tbe law makes them responsible for
practice of simple people has at last
but three-fourths of the damage.
attracted the attention of scientific
men who have done much experiAnother misunderstanding
seems
menting of late years, endeavoring to
to
be
arising
between
King
Humbert,
ascretain the effect that inoculation
of Italy, and Emperor Menelek, of
with snake venom would have upon
Abyssinia. The trouble this time is
persons bitten by serpents.
The reabout the meaning of a certain clause
suIts are highly s'atisfactory. No one
in
the treaty signed by the proper ausucceeded in discovering the exact
thorities
last October.
Italy agreed
effect until last year, when Calmette,
at the Pastuer Institute in Paris, and. that she would not grant Exythrea to
any oth:.r power but Abyssinia. In
Frazer, of Edinburgh, found a remethe
Italian translation of the treaty
dy for sD&ke poison. The discovery
the
time is specified when the bounis new and undeveloped, but will
dary lines are to be agreed upon j but
doubtless prove a blessing to those
Menelek claims that the translation
{-arts of the globe infested with danis incorrect, that in the language of
gerous serpents.
The serum from the
bis people the obligation is binding
blood of an animal that has been inand lasting.
Humbert may bave the
0culated with venom 'is used to inocrighteous side of the question, but he
ulate persontl that have been bitten.
is not likely to tackle Menelek any
The results have been very encourmore. He took hold of him viciously
aging. We hope that it may prove
a year ago, but needed help to turn
effective, but it will take many years
him loose.
for it to become recognized by all scientific men.
Turkey seems to be getting deeper
into difficulties of international charThe exports of gold during the six
acter.
She has very recently Rtirred
months ending the last week of June
up the righteous indignation of the
amounted to about t,wenty-two milEnglish people. In Candia the irreglion dollars.
Fifteen million dollars
ular troops, known as Bashi-Bazankswere withdrawn from the treasury rebelonging to the Turkisb army, were
serve. While tbe amount thus withslaughtering Christians.
The British
drawn was large, it was replaced by
soldiers interfered in behalf of Christhe deposits of new gold. This new
tians, and the Turks turned upon
coin was exchanged for notes. The
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them.
A hot fight ensued.
The
British lost sixteen
soldiers. The
loss of the Turks is not known. Turkey may intimidate the weak powers
in the Balkan Mountains, subdue the
little Kingdom of Greece, and hold
Egypt under her despotic sway, but,
she should be slow to insult Great
Britian.
The
Christian
nations
have silently looked on while the
Turks butchered
the followers of
Christ. Their patience is exhausted
and they will not allow such slaughter
to continue.
The soldiers slain on
~his occasion were truly martyrs.
On July 7, Isham G. Harris, United
States Senator from Tennessee, died
in the City of WashIngton.
He was
seventy nine years of age, and had
been in the Senate twenty years. He
was elected to Congress fifty years
ago, and spent the greater part of
his life in the halls of national legislation. His •.emains were taken to
Nashville, where they were viewed
by thousands of people, and thence
to Memphis, where they were laid to
rest in Elmwood cemetery.
Hl:\.was
old and full of days, and carried with
him to his grave the honors of a loving people.

._---..

~ ----

fublic fraying.
The absence of expectancy in our
public petitions is to me one of the
saddest features in the Christian life of
this day. If you expect little, you will
g"t little j and we do expect far less
than we ought. We cannot raise our
confident expectations too high j for
"He is able to do for us exceedingly,
abundantly above all that we ask,"
as well as "think."
The apostle has
set the limit of our expectations, and
here it is in the same COil text : "That
we may be filled with all the fulness
of God. "There are two limits; one is
the boundless illimitableness of God's
perfection j the possibilities of our
possession of him are not exhausted
until we have reached that infinite
completeness.
But then there is a
practical working limit for each of us j
and that is-what do you desire? and
what do you expect? God can give
more than we can ask or think, and
he cannot at the moment give more
than we expect or desire.-Dr
Alexander MacLaren.
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be otherwise-then 01' ever. ("Ignorance:s
bliss"
sometimes. )
We studied to know the w01'd, and tried to do
the will, and walk in the way, of the Lord, regardless of the theories, opinions and speculations of
men. Of the latter, inde,ed, we neither knew nor
My DEARBROTHERSPIEGEL: Your appreciatcaIed to know much.
ed "open letter" addressed to me through the pres s
During all the seventeen years that the responsiis before me. Much obliged. ,I am sure, my brothbility of presiding over Mars' Hill College re"lted
er, you wrote it, to bless me and the cause we love upon me, not seventeen seconds were washld there
-TO DOGOOD. "Only this, and nothing more."
on questions that "do gender strifes. " We resMany other friends prompted by purest motives
pected the divine command and reminder: "Foolish
have expressed similar sentiments on the same sub- and unlearned questions avoid, knowing that thlily
ject. I am, nevertheless, still reluctant to reply;
do gender strifes."
We were always perfectly satisnot only because I shall have to write so much about
fied with "what is written •." and, therefore, by
myself, dotting the pa~es all over with 1's and we's,
common consent, prompted and sustained by conbut also for various othPl' reasons. However, as scientious convictions, avoided all pornicious, "unDUTYdemands, I must obey.
taught questions" and fruitless, unprofitable speculaNow, my dear brother, if you deem it possible tions. "Thus it is written" always satisfied every
soul and settled every question among us.
to believe it possible for a man to be, in no sense,
a partisan, but just simply and solely a Ohristia"1"
We studied the BIBLE; not useless, blinding,
in this intensely partisan age; please try to believe bewildering theologicsl theories and doubtful speculathat I am not a partisan, and that what I writetions of uninspired men. We never asked-howALLI write--is written from no partisan point of soever much we may have revered their memoryview; but that I write simply and solely as a CHRIS- "what did Luther, WeslAy, Calvin or Campbell
TIAN,with no seltish, partisan or personal purpos~ Ray?" That was never necessary; for we were not
to subserve.
followers of men. We asked-because
we were
Please also let us clearly understand, solemnly anxious to know, that we might teacl and do"what do Paul and Peter and James and John and
agree and positively promise and guarantee that
Jude and Jehovah say? What does the Holy Spirit
there shall be in our correspondence NOTHRUSTat
say?' What is written in the law of the Lord?
ANYperson, place or thing; but that EVERYsentence,
'How readest thou?' " The inspired answer, whatsentimeBt and syllable shall be written in kindness,
courtesy and love; our ONLYaim and motive being soever it was, always satisfied every soul of us perfectly,. for we werj/disciples, not of men, but of the
T<\DOPOOD. Without this solemn understanding,
of tlie Lamb. The BIBLE and
positive promise and most reasonable pledge, or Lord-followers
guarantee, I could not conscientiously or consist- Webster's unabriged dictionary were our text books.
ently consent, and, therefore, would not consent,
Duriug all those seventeen eventful years, it
to continue the. correspondence; as, thereby, we
was-practically-never
either known or su!!pected
might do evil instead of good.
at Mars' Hill that a,l1Y of the distressing, disintegratYes, my brother, in the bitter-sweet long-ago ing question's now disturbing the peace of Zion"Church of God" -had ever heen even so much as
we spent "many happy days" together, aRteacher,
hell.rd, thought or dreamed of. Oh! we were blisspupil, brethren and friends, with many others
whom we loved and who loved us, "at dear old Mars'
fully ignorant then!
Hill Bible College," when and where, united and
Admiring the spirit of him w he said, "for I
happy, all who be~onged to the numerous Mars'
determined not to know any thing among you, save
Hill family loved one another truely, tenderly and Jesus Christ, and him crucified," and appreciating
fervently, and studied, to know, and tried to do, what he wrote, we sang-and
sometimes almost
the will of the Lord. Each wished all others well;
shouted as we sallgand everyone tried to be wings, to bear all others
"Go on, ye pilgrims, while below,
up; not weights, to drag them down. Discord and
In the sure path of peace,
Determined nothing else to know
dissension ·were unknown there then-AS NOW.
But Jesus and his grace."
No disturbing elements were there. There
Having enlisted for the war, we shouted "THE
were no divisions among us. As the Lord desireth
WORLD
FORCHRIST," and sang "We are bound for
and requireth, we were "perfectly joined together
the
Promised
Land," as we stormed the citadel
in the same mind and in the same judgment."
Love and truth kept us so; and, blinded by bliss- of sin.
As we enjoyed our perpetual spiritual feast,
ful ignorl;\nce, we never doubted but that t.he selfsame blissful state of affairs prevailed among ALL and thought and talkeCl of the power of 19ve, union,
the children of God EVERYWHF.RE.Indeed we unity and God's eternal truth, we thought we saw
could not understand how it could, or why it should, the dawning of the brie-ht and blessed day when

Reply to "an Open Letter to T. B.
LarilltOre" by
State Evangelist O. r. Spiegel.
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"the glory of God shall cover the earth l>.S waters
cbver the sea."
While those happy days were going by, though
the relentless enemy constantly endeavored to cruelly crush us, our churches and meeting places in the
county increased TEN-FOLD, and we established
churches and built church houses all over the laod,
planting the banner of Prince Immanuel in many
localitiei in many states.
Where we were or went, strife, discord and
dissension were unknown or disappeared; not because of our goodness or greatness; but because of
the spirit we manifested, the plea we presented,
and the unity that prevailed among us. The sp;rit
and power .f God were there, and we were one.
WE AREUNITEDIN THISCOUNTY
YET. No discord has ever been sown among us; for he whom
the Lord hateth-"he
that soweth discord among
brethren" -hath
never labored here; hence, of
course, it js not strange that we are still united.

5

Of course ALLknow that POLICYwould prompt
any man simply seeking popularity, position or pay
to be a partisan,. notwithstanding many millions
have been prompted to be partisans, not by policy,
but by principle.
No politician entertains or can
entertain the thought of ever bp,ingpresident without being a partisan; and he who a!lpires to the
position of pope, priest or pastor may enhance his
prospects by becoming a parti"an ..
To which--or 'lJJhatparty clo I belong in this
unfortunatE' controversy?
"That's the question."
Had I "spoken out" on "matters"
mentioned in
your "open letter," this question had never arisen;
for all had kvown. Your letter is proof positive,
then, that you and-your positive ~tatement being
true-THOUSANDS of other friends before whom
"my life is an open book" believe I have never
"spoken out" -have never expres'led an opinion or
a preference--on
ANYof these things. THAT IS
TRUE.

It grieves me to know that strife, discord and
NEVER,publicly or privately, have I expressed
division are among t.he children (>fGod, cursing and . opinion or preference relative to ANYof these "matcrushing the cause of Christ, ANYwhere; and I am ters"-relative
to ANYthing over which brethren
ready, willing and anxious-if the sacrifice will suf- are wrangling and disputing and dividing the church
fice-to sacrifice my very life, to make all christians
of Christ-NEVER.
Why? Not that I think myone, even as Jesus and Jehovah are one. For this
self wiser or better than others-than
those who
the Savior prayed.
For this the saved should be favor (>1'those whv oppose these thmgs-but
for
willing to live, labor, sacrifice, suffer, s(\rrow and the very same reason that I have never VOTED:
die, enduring all things for His name's sake. He viz., because I believe duty does not demand it (of
suffered and sorrowed and died for all.
ME,) and that I can accomplish more good not to
do so. I say this, not of others, but of myself.
You sincerely /deplore the divided, distracted
state of "A once united brotherhood," and as sinc- While I neither criticise, censftre nor condemn
erely assure me that THOUSANDS
of my friends be- others, nor yet claim to always be true to duty' 8
lieve it to be my DUTYto "SPEAK OUT ON SOME demands myself, I believe it to be MYDUTYto stand
MATTERSNOWRETARDINGTHE PROGRESSOF THE aloof from politics; to be, in no sense, a parti~an in
anything,. to engage in no dispute, row or wrangle
CAUSEOF CHRIST."
Then, having interrogatively mentioned some with anyone; "to know nothing, save Jesus Christ,
and him crucified;" to live a life of perfect conof tne "matters" alluded to-"matters
now retardsecration to Christ and his cause; and to preach,
inl];the progress of the cause of Christ" -you say,
not my opinions or personal preferences, but "the
"now, my dear brother, I assure you that nothing
word"- GOD'S ETERNALTRUTH-earnestly exhortbut t'l.e purest and best of motives has prompted
ing ALLto just simply TAKEGODATHISWORD:i. e.,
me, in good faith, to ask these questions. Rather,
believe what HE says, do what HE commands, be
a confiding brotherhood has asked them through
come
and BE what HE requires, live as HE directs
me; for THOUSANDS
of your brethren and sisters
and
trust
Him for what He promises. Surely this
believe it to be YOURDUTYto speak out on these
questions, and strive, if possible, to unite the peo- is broad enough for the broadest, narrow enough
ple of God; and surely, when DUTYcall;;, YOUwill for the narrowel:lt, sound enou~h for the soundest,
respond."
Then follows ,·the benediction;" and and perfectly satisfactory to ALL, who 1'espect the
will of the LORD. It certainly clearly covers the
thus the letter ends.
If it is not perfectly
Well, my brother, I am sure no man loves his entire ground completely.
safe
and
sound
and
satisfactory
an~ right, in what
friends more devotedly, or appreciates friendship,
does the danger, defect, or deficiency consist?
confidence and love more highly, than I do; and, of
These thoughts are not new. Long ago a
course, I should be always ready, willing and anxiFRIENDmade'some
of these, or similar, statements
ous to do whatsoever duty demands; but just what
duty demands of mg in this case is a question de- for me. In the book \Janed "LARIMOREAND HIS
manding the most serious, prayerful, careful consi- BOYS," written seven years ago-a love-offering to
"All efforts to draw him
deration. I must, of course, be true to my consci· me-is this statement:
into
controversv
with
his
brethren. concerning quesentious convictions, regardless of ALLselfish aims
and interests and, personal preferences and consi- tion" of church polily have been unavailing. He
hail NEVERcommitted himself in ANY thing like a
derations.
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church difficulty, or taken ANYpart in the discussion of questions of church polity with brethren."
(page 230.) In that connection reasons are given
why that was true. IT WASTRUETHEN, IT IS TRUE
NOW,IT HASBEENTRUE; and, unless my conscier,tious convictions change, IT MUSTFOREVERBE TRUEUNCHANGED,UNCHANGABLE-FOREVER
JU~T THE
SAME.
I have private opinicns, personal preferences
and plenty of prejudice, llSwell as objectionable
peculiarities; but I deem it my duty to NEVERpreach
these, either publicly or privately-NEVER.
I am
sorry to disappoint any of my friends; but it is certainly clearly my duty, to, as long as my convictions remain unchanged, leave the discussion of all
such questions to wiser, better, abler men, and just
simply "PREACHTHEWORD," avoiding, always, tj,ll
question!" that "do gender strifes" among the children of God.
Thus have I lived and labored thirty-three
years-from
the days of my youth till now-and
now I am growing OLD! (I arn fifty-four years old
today.)
I was ,"born again"-born
into the family
(chw'ch) of God-July
10, 1864. Thirty-three
years I have tried to live the, Christian life. As
these thirty-three years of sun-shine and shadows
have come and gone, many changes-some of them
sad and wrrowful-have
come; but, relative to
these things, my convictions have never changed.
They are to-day just as ,they have ever ,been, and
unles my conscientious convictions of duty change,
here must I stand till God shall can me home, even
though, like Elijah on Carmel, I stand alone.
OF COURSE
it does not follow from the fact that
I have NEVERVOTED,that I am or am not either
for or against the Democrats, Republicans, Populists or any other political party; nor CANit follow
from the fact that I have never "spoken out" on
these, or similar, "matters," or taken part m the
bitter controversy over them, or attended a convention, or belonged to a board, or worked under a.
board, or preached or prayed for a stipulated salary,
or belonged to a church society, or agreed to accept
an official position, or been willing to wear a title,
or played an organ, or advised any body else to do
or not to do ANYof these or SIMILAR
things, that I
am or not either for or against them. It is not
only rediculously absurd and absurdly illogical,
but POSTIVELY
IMPOSSIBLE,
to deduce sU0h conclusions from such premises. Moreover, I have
never furnished premises from which such conclusions can be deduced on these or similar subjects
-never.
I have, always, everyw here and under
all circumstances, just simply let them alone; and
can, therefore, never be justly or truthfully counted, in any sense, in that tight. I have always been
very busy, however-busy
"about my Father's
business.' ,
I am for my frienCls; lmd would gladly bless
them-.A.L'L. I am for my eou:Jlry: and I believe I
serve my country best when 1 serve my Savior most.

I am for Christ, and I believe I can do more for
him, his cause and humanity without meddlmg
with these "matters" than otherwise; hence I let
them alone, and just simply "preach the word""the gospel of Christ" -"the
power of _God unto
salvation.' ,
While the wisest and greatest and best of men
-on both (all) sides-are wrangling and disputing
over these "matters," sometimes severely criticising, censuring and condemning -each other, I acknn;ledge my ignorance, and remain as nearly
"sagely silent" on such subjects as I can. Am I to
be blamed for being ignorant and silent on subjects
that the wisest, greatest and best of brethren, on
both (all) sides, are constantly accusing each other
of not being able to understand?
(The thought
that 'all the intelligence and integrity are on one
side; and all the ignorance ana infidelity, ori the
other, iRrediculously absurd and manifestly false.
Surely thou art bereft of reason, Egotism, when
thou entertain est such a thought.
The good is not
all 0'.1 thy side. The bad is not all on the other.
I am as apt to be wrong as my brother.
Why not?
Neither of us is infallible. Indeed, we may both
be wrong; but the Bible is right, and Christians
should lovingly walk in its light--all of themalways. )
While many have done much more good than
I bave done, I am sure I had done much less, had
I wrangled and disputed with brethren over "matters now retarding the progress of the cause ()f
Christ,!' or any other matters.
The thought is
revolting to me. To do good, I must love my
brethren, and never refuse to ---rellol"ship themany of them-simply because we do cot always understand all questions exactly alike.
Dignified discus~ion-free from pernicious personalities-conducted
in a courteous, ChristianHpirited manner, to eliminate or erlldicate error and
elicit or elevate truth, iN always perfectly proper
and right, of course; and of course no man "who
hath his quarrel just," or even thinks he's right, ib
ever afraid of, or opposed to, such discusr;ion.
Moreover, those who make matters mentioned in
your open letter, and similar matters, tests of fellowship, and disgrace, degrade, desecrate and pol··
lute our pulpitr;, papers and parlors with sarcastic,
discourteous discussions of them-sometimes interspersed with bitter denunciations and injurious, if
not, indeed, slanderous, malicious, murderous, misrepresentations of each other and others-may'
'love
one another with a pure heart fervently;" -but!
You plead for peace. That is right, my brother, and I am sure you are perfectly sincere in all
you say and do. I have known you too long and
too well to ever doubt that.
"I am for peace, always, and so are you, save with sin; and "my manner of hfe from my youth" -the course that T have
pursued for thirty-three years-hal' a\ways tendecl
to procure and preRerve pcacr, Rave ~imply in the
sense in which the Savi<!,ur, Prin<;e of Peace,
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says the "sword" he came to "send" shall subvert
peace.
In that sense, peace is subverted whenever
some souls, called to Christ, come and cling to the
<cross, while others, refusing to come, become their
enemies and persecute them "for righteousness'
sake. " When I disclaim all responsibility for strife
and division, I d. not allude to that, of course;
since, in that sense, every faithful gospel preacher
is a perpetual "disturber of the peace."
It is not meet that I should boast, and there is
certainly no reason why I should; but-as it is true,
and your letter demands it--I believe it is my duty
to state, positively, in this connection, that I have
not only never meddled with matters you mention,
as "matters now retarding the progress of the
cause of Christ" or similar "matters;"
but that I
have never been inptrumental in causing, progagating or perpetuating strife or division. To this
there is absolutely no exception. I rejoice to know
this statement is true, whether applied to churches,
communities, families or individuals--saints or sin- •
ners-true,
without limitation or qualification., No
community, church or family have I ever divided
-not one. On the other hand, however, while I
have been called to many congregations and communities, to heal divisions and settle strife, as thousands can testify, I have failed in only oue case. In
that case, division, strife, animosity, envy, jealousy,
hatred and malice as bitter as gall had been doing
their dreadful, demoI:alizing,deadly work for nearly
twenty years; and I protested, long and earnestly,
against going, on that very ground, the church
being in a state of actual disintegration when I went.
EVEn then, great good'was done, and peace and
prosperity had been permanently restored, but for
the pressure of outside influence brought to bear
.for no other purpose, evidently, than to prevent it,
and thus curse'those who had, otherwise, been blegt.
This mention of these matters is here made for no
other reason or purpose than herein stated: viz.,
your letter, truth and duty demand it.
While there is nothing in these things-or any
other-of
which I should boast, there is much to
encourage me to spend the evening twihght of my
life-day-the
sun-set. of which is at hand-in
the
self same way. "I have been young, and now am
01d; yet have I not seen" evil come from living
thus. Floods of evil have we all seen flow, how
ever, from a sordid, selfish, satanic, self-conceited
spirit that thinketh mucl) evil, and that, like Satau.
in the days of Job, walks and works among "the
son" of God," impugning their 'llotives, and sometimes even slandering, misrepresenting, boycotting
and abusing some of the purest, truest and best of
them. That's the trouble.
The heart is not right.
An evil spirit sometime8 possesses some of us.
Evil thinking and evil speaking encourage this spirit.
Then let us think not evil and "speak not evil one
of another, brethren."
Charity (love) "thinketh
no evil."
Let us, therefore, "love one an:>ther
with a pure heart ferve'1tly," "abstain from all
appearances of evil"-be
true to the truth-and
all will be well.
When Brother Campb~ll took my confession,
on my twenty-first birthday, he questioned me re(Oontinued

on page 15.)
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eldership of a church, then, includes
the bishops, the deacons, and the
tions. This difficulty will be overevangelist, whatever else he may be
come by the first of September at
M. F. HARMON,}
called.
rhis is the way I understand
O. P. SPIEGEL,
EDITORS.
the latest, when we expect to mail init. It is wrong to get a set of phrases
variably on Wednesday.
Heretofore
and use them to the exclusion of oth- •
ers just as appropriate.
we have mailed on Friday, which, owSome of our younger members do
inlt to the carelessness of many postEntered at the Postoffice, Nashville,
not
really know that t,he New TestaTenn., as second class matter.
masters in the smaller towns, makes
ment teaches that churches of Christ
the paper too late to be given Qut bemust have in their elderships bishops.
~ASHVILLE, TENN., JULY 23, 1897.
hre Sunday. Be patient with us just
If you so teach them, they wonder
a month longer. Then the senior edwhat the bishop, are to do. They
wonder if our bishops are to make
itor will have the general oversight
laws
to govern our churches.
When
of all the interests of the paper and
you tell them that those whom we
company, push its circulation, make
J. M. Watson, who for more than
call elders are the bishops, and when
contracts, be ready to go to any part
they observe the tyranny of some of
three years has been the successful
of the southern field, or anywhere
our bishops, t.hey conclude that they
minister of. the Church of Christ in
are worse than 'law-makers.
They
else in the world to futher the interBirmingham, Ala., has bought an in-·
make laws, and then sit in judgment
ests of the paper.
Brother Spiegel
terest in the GOSPELMESSENGERand
and execute their own laws. Hence
will remain in Alabao.a and push t.he
the Messenger Publishing Company,
they have constituted themselves into
paper there, as he has so successfuland will move to this city about the
the Legislative, Judicial, and Execuly been doing the past three years, and
tive functions of our church governfirst of September, and become the
Brother Watson will remain in the
ment. We have many elders that
office editor of· this paper.
For his
can't tell when, where, nor by whom
office and look after the inside afage there is possibly no finer writer in
they became elders, and yet we are
fairs, making the paper a gem, getour ~rotherhood than Brother Watyoked with a human law that
no
ting it out on time, keeping the books,
son. He has had about two years'
elder can resign.
I feel like making
correcting mailing list, and send you
a motion that all "elders" who can't
experience in news paper work, hence
dun8 if you are in arrears.
Weare
show their pedigree, or credentials,
his new dutil'S will Dot at all be an
shall step down and out and let the
dead in earnest.
We mean business!
experiment with him.
This is the
churches appoint and have ordained
We have set in for the war!
Clear
work his heart has been set on for
in every one of them, bishops and deathe track, we are coming!
years, and he has just been waiting
cons who shall take an interest in the
PuBLISHERS.
progress and welfare of the churches
for a good opening to present itself
of Christ.
to him, when he expected to take
The elde~s~ip really has to do only
hold for life. He has been interested
with matters of faith.
In matters of
in the MESSENGERfor years on acopinion they have no more authority
All my life I/have heard the phrase
count of its cleau record and bright
than any other disciple. Long ago,
"elders and deacons."
We ulled to
outlook for the future, besides it is
when the Jews made insul."rection
have "Elders' and Deacons' Meetagainst Paul, and brought him to the
devoted wholly and exc]usi vely to
ings."
We hear it said that we must
judgment seat with an accusation,
the cause of Christ in all the South,
have elders and deacons in every
Gallio, who was the deputy of Achai,
church.
Now I do not want to apthe field in which Brother Watson
said: "If it were a matter of wrong
pear over-particular in the use of this
was born, and in which he expects to
or wicked lewdness, 0 ye Jews, reaphrase, yet if what I am about to suglabor and die.
son would that I should bear with
gest be true, I hope we may profit by
you. But if it be a question of words
Thus we have three young, active
it; if not, I hope some one will cor- .
and names and of your law, look ye
men to make and push the G<>SPEL rect me, and this does not mean that
to it, for I will be no judge of such
we shall debate the question at all.
MESSENGERin all the South. And
matters."
Acts 19: 12-17. I should
My proposition is this: In the New
with the entire time of two of us givbe glad to have some of our self-made
Testament,
"Elders"
is generic,
en to the paper, and Brother Spiegel
elders learn a lesson even from Gallio,
while" Bishops and Deacons" is spein that he would not go beyond his
to push the paper in Alabama in concific. If this be true, then it is not
jurisdiction to judge them.
nection with his State work, surely we
correct to say "elders and deacons,"
Bishops and deacons who have been
for deacons are also elders. It is corcan in a short time make a paper in
appointed by the church and ordained
rect to say "bishol;>s and deacons,"
every !lense worthy of the great
are a blessing to any congregation
which constitute a scriptural elderbrotherhood, which it humbly tries
they look well to the interests of that
ship.
church.
I had rathflr have no elders
to represent.
During the past year,
Hence the salutation to the Philipthan to have a set of self-constituted,
the writing, publishing, and busine81
pians, first chapter and first verse:
unco ·'th, ruly -ruly , impious men, un .
features of this paper devolved al"Pau] and Timotheus, the ·servants
del' whose oversight
the churches
of Jesus Christ, to all the saints in
most wholly upon the senior editor,
never can grow and prosper in the
Ohrist Jesus which are at Philippi,
and the work was more than anyone
liberty of the blessed gospel.
with the bishops and deacons. " Not
man could accomplish satisfactorily,'
O. P. S.
with the elders and deacon's.
He
=====
though, so far as we have heard,
might as well have said with the
It is impossible for a person to be
no complaints have been made on
elders and elders, for deacons are
miserable while lovingly doing his
duty.-Sel.
elders, hS bishops are elders. The
any line except in the lateness
of getting

the paper

in some

sec-

Subacrtpttont$l.OO a \?ear.

Announcement.

"Bishops

and Deacons."
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Unscriptural

Aids to Worship.

There is a vast difference between
the phases unscriptural
and antiscriptural.
A thing is unscriptural
when it is not authorized by the word
of God. It is anti-scriptural when it
contradicts some part of God's word.
Now we will always be on the right
side when we affirm that all antiscriptural acts are sinful. We will
not always be right when we affirm
that all unscriptural acts are sinful.
There arQ, for instance, unscriptnral
aids to the worship of God that are
not sinful-"mechanical
aids" if yon
please. There is the song book, which
is a mechanical appliance to aid us in
the worship. But you say, "We are
commanded to sing."
Of course,
but I am not talking abont singing. I
am talking about printing and binding song books to be used in the worship. But yon say the Bible is printed and bound, and why not song
books?"
Where did you get any
heavenly authority for printing and
binding the word of God? Still this
mechanical appliance is an aid and a
great one, to our worship.
Then the
tuning fork is an unscriptural institution, yet it aids us in the worship
in the absence of a larger mechanical
appliance, such as a piano. But you
say: "Stop your piano where I stop
my tuning fork and I will never object."
What do yon use your tnning
fork for. You say, "To get the tune."
Well, I use a piano to get the tune
and keep the tune. If it is right to
get it, it is right to keep it, is it not?
But yon say you will not object if I
use the piano to get it. I ask you
then to show me the harm in nsing
the piano to keep it. There can be
none. The Bible furnishes a man
"unto all good works" that he must do
to be saved, but there
are many
things left out of the Bible which aid
us in performing theBe good works,
and which themselves are also good
works-the
song book, the printing
press, the tuning fork, the piano, and
many other things which have been
invented by man.
Shall we use these wonderfnl inventions of God's creatures to a-lvance
his kingdom the more rapidly, or shall
we retard the progress of his canse by
undertaking to plow the fleld with the
forked stick, and reap the fleld now
white unto the harvest with the reaphook-implements
out of date a century ago?
O. P. S.
In answer to a recent inqniry to
Prof. J. W. McGarvey aboutcommentaries in general and one in particnIIll'/ w)lich is being freely adve~ise~

on the" inIltallment plan," he says:
"The --commentary is not the
one yon want. It is full of ontlines
for feeble sermons, of a kind yon don't
want to preach.
Get the 'Cambridge
Bible for Schools and Colleges.'
It is
in small volumes, and yon can buy
one or more at a time."
It is important that we shonld have the right
sort of aids to Bible stndy. A lifelong stndent and teacher of the Bible shonld be heard, and he says the
Cambridge Bible is the one to get.
O. P. S.

Editorial Notes.
Brother J. L. Haddock, who has
conducted two important tent meetings in Knoxville, has moved the
tent into the center of the city, and
will lay siege to the body of the town,
There were 60 additions in the other
two meetings.
Onr office was visited last week by
Brother J. B. O'Kelley and his little
son, who live in Ashwood, La. We
were very glad to see Brother Kelley
and his good family, whom we If'amed
to love some years ago. They are
part of the salt of the earth.
The Convention in Mississippi meets
this year in Amory, Angust 25-27;
the Alabama Convention in Birmingham, from Angust 31 to Sept. 2; the
Tennessee Convention at Tullahoma,
Oct. 5-7; and the South Ky. Convention in Paducah, Oct. 5-7. The senior
editor of the MESSENGER
hopes to take
them all in. We will have 'to spread
ont or stretch out a little to take in
the last two.

-----

The Messenger, a bright, newsy paper, pnblished in Lexington, Ky., in
the interest of the church in that city,
give9 ont the, following fear: "We
fear that many so-called Christians
are living more nndf'r the rule of gold
than nnder the Golden Rnle. The
almip;hty dollar means a great deal
more to them than Almighty God.
This is their refrain:
Almighty dollar, thy shining face
Bespeaks thy wondrons power;
Come, make our pocket your restingplace,
We need thee every honr."

and writes in a lovely spirit, and his
article can bnt 110 good. Whatever
may be said in response to this communication' if anything, will be said
by Hrother Spiegel, as he called
Brother Larimore ont Oll these matters.

-

We are not writing in the sand.
The tide does not wash it out Weare
not painting our pictures on canvas,
and with a brush, so that we can erace
the error of yesterday, or overlay it
with another color to-day.
We are
writing onr lives with a chisel on the
marble, and every time we strike a
blow we leave a mark that is indellible.-Lyman
Abbott.
Set yourself steadfastly to those
duties which have the least attractive
exterior; it matters not whether God's
holy will be fulfilled in great or small
matters.
Be patient with yourself,
and your own failings; never be in a
hurry, and do not yield to longings
after that which is impossible to you.
Go on steadily and quietly; if our dear
Lord means yon to run he will
"strengtten
your heart."-Frances
De Sales.

-

Bishop Whipple tells the following
story: "A young Englishman on a P.
and O. steamer, returning from India,
said publicly, at the dinner table:
'MissIons are a h Imbug. I have been
in India eight months, and I haven't
seen an East India Christian.'
A
quiet man sitting opposite said: 'May
I ask for what you went to India?'
The answer was: 'I went to hunt tigsrs.'
The other replied: 'I am a
missionary.
I have been in India
twelve years, and I have not seen a ti/ler.' The young Englishman did not
know that there are more Christians
in India than there are commnnicants
in the Protestant Episcopal Church in
the United States."-N.
O. Christian
Advocate.

Commonplace Lives.
"A commonplace life," we say, anli
we sigh;
But why should we sigh as we say?
The commonplace sun in the complace sky
Makes up the commonplace day.

The moon and the stars are commonWe gi ve way this week largely for
place things,
Brother Larimore's letter in reply to
And the flower that blooms and the
Brother Spiegel's
"open
letter."
bird that sings,
This is the longest commnnicatioL that
But dark were the world and sad our
lot,
ever went into the MESSENGER,and
If the flowers should fail, and the snn
possibly the largest that will ever go
shine notin again. Bnt we did not want to diAnd God, who studies each separate
i,
vide the article, and its careful readsoul,
Out of commonplace lives makes
ing will·repay anyone.
Brother Lar- ."
Bis beautiful whole.- Selected.
~ore is". Wlln of wide repntation,
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Reports from the Churches.

spiritual feast.
Hear our National
~
Secretary
and
other
men of world; _J.
wide reputation.
Yours in Ohrist,
~n••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
w ••,."•••
••
,••••••
_ •••••••••••••••••
_ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
R. L. WALKER, Pres., Loyd, La.
3. They need help from our MisALABAMA.
LINNTANNER,Sec., Oheneyville,La.
sionary
organizations.
Yours for
FRANK LANEHART,Evangelist,.Insuccess,
S.
M.
BERNARD.
Let every one read carefully Brothdependence, La.
er Larimore's
answer to my" open
letter" of week before last. Then
PLORI~A.
MISSISSIffI.
turn and read the open letter again.
"Next week I will review the whole
JACKSONVILLE:Had five more adMERIDIAN: Since last report we
matter in the GOSPELMESSENGER.
ditions here to the First Ohurch since
have had three additions
to our
O. P. S.
last report.
Am 'expecting to spend
church.
One marriage ceremony has
the mo~th of August in Kentucky.
been performed and another came
PH<ENIXOITY: Our house is rapidJ. J. IRVINE.
very near being conllumated.
Many
ly nearing completion, and we will
of the members are out of the city
hold services in it next Lord'!! day,
torthe summer.
LOUISIANA.
for the first time W~ are proud of it,
News comes of the illness of my
and are very thankful.
One addition
wife and mother in Kentucky, so I
OHENEYVILLE: To the disciples of
last night, and three others at a remust wend my way thither next MonOhrist in general and those of Louisicent date, making four since last reday, to be gone several weeks.
My
ana
in
particular.
We
the
undersignport.
Pray for us.
L. A. DALE.
address during August will be 433 E.
ed beg leave to call your attention to
Broad way, Louisville, Ky.
this circular letter bearing our signaMOBILE: Last Monday I was not
S. M. BERNARD.
tures and reguest that you look upon
very busy in Meridian, so decided to
it as being specially intended
for
board the train, and go down to Moyourself.
You of course are aware of
bile, and see the Gulf Oity I arrived
TENNESSEE.
the urgent necessity, of those who
there about 3 P. M., went to the Y. M.
love the Lord, making a stronj1; and
O. A. rooms and became acquainted
CANEY BRANCH: I begin evangezealous movement for the salvation
with the secretary, Mr. Harte, and
listic work soon in East Tennessee,
of souls in Louisiana.
inquired of him for the address of some
and am under the direction of the
n is for the purpose of getting your State Board. Yours in the work,
member of the Ohristian Church. He
influence and personal presences at
directed me to the proper anthorities,
HORACEB. EASTERLY.
the co-operative
meeting to be held
and it was about 5 P. M. when I met
at Lake Oharles on 3rd and 4th and
Brother A. D. Shelnutt, one of the
5th of September.
At which time
church officers. He booked me to
and place there will be a grand gathpreach that night, and began to pull
New Liberty, Ky., July 19.
ering of God by men and women.
the wir'ls and set messengers in moYesterday was a day long to be reThe aim of this meeting is to bring
tion on the electric cars until 8 P. M.,
membered
by the
disciples here.
about a closer co-operation
in the
when we had quite a nice little audiLarge
Sunday
school-two
present
great effort of evangelizing this destience assembled.
The congregation
where
we
had
one
six
weeks
ago.
The
tute field. The good people of Lake
met in its neatly-furnished
"upper
collection was more than respectable.
Charles have authorized the invitaroom"
(Acts 20 :8). and
Samuel
An immense audience gathered betion to be sent welcoming all who may
preached nnto them, intending to defore preaching, and after the sermon
feel it their 'imperative duty to attend.
part on the morrow, and continued
a collection was taken to buy song
You will then meet some of the most
his speech until nine o'clock.
There
books; Which, to my surprise, was
prominent minsters in the brotherhood
were several young men present but
three or four times as much as some
who have been invited to assist in maknone of them fell out of the upper
predicted.
Our evening service was
ing this meeting a grand success.
. window, for they were all too busy lisno
lese
appreciated,
for our church
Whose efforts will long afterwards
tening to fall asleep.
Our preaching
building was well filled. After the
remain in the memories of those who
hrethren have neglected these people,
discourse seven were added to our
hear them, as having been delectable
and whenever they have an opportunumber-six
by letter and one by
feasts, drawn from the Book of Life.
nity to hear a gospel sermon, they
baptism.
In
conclusion I desire to
are "all with one accord' in one
They will be presented in such form,
say I know of others who will follow
place."
The service was a sweetas will implant them for life. It is
soon. What do you think of this,
spirited one, and we all felt better for
needless here to dwell on the whole
brethren?
I mean you who have had
having come together.
soul Ohristian hospitality of the many
experience
in
this field. Remember
On Tuesday I visited the membergood people of Lake Oharles. Their
this is New Liberty.
Just think of
ship, comforted the sick, and did gen'
very name is a synonym of philanthat.
Hal-Ie -lu· jah ! Pray for us,
eral pastoral work for them.
That
thropy
and
Ohristian
hospitality,
brethren.
W. H. ALFORD.
afternoon some of the members acas their conduct in the past bas proven
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Great Day in New Liberty.

companied me to the train and I left
for Meridian.
Following are some
facts concerning the Mobile church.
1. They have twenty-one
members, eleven of whom have been added in thp, last three weeks; a nice
orgtan pl\id for and in use; plenty of
zeal and grit.
2. They have not a church buildlng, a regular minister, a.great amount
of this world's goods.

to all who have entered their doors.
With one' accord they invite you and
your friends to be present and take
part in starting this grand revival of
church work.
In tbis invitation we
also join in begging that you and all
of your friends may be present.
The Kansas Oity, Watkins and Gulf
R. R. will grant special rates to all
who attend.
In conclusion we urge
you to qe ~reli!l:Intand partake of this.

An Important Change.
It is deemed best by the Executive
Committee of the East Alabama District Convention to postpone time of
the
convention
from August
till
October. Let all remember the change
of time, and work for the greatest
convention in the history of our work.
Phcenix 9ity.
L. A DALE.
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South Kentucky Field Notes.
~reached at Hopkinsville last Lord'.
day, presenting the claims of our
South Ky. work.
The pastor H. D.
Smith will take an offering for our
work in the near future.
The brethren at Hopkinsville
speak of Bro.
Smith, and his wife in the highest
terms.
Such men as Bro. S. are worth
a great deal to the church and to the
world.
• Bro. H. A. Macdonald who is on a
visit to Hopkinsville preached an excellent sermon Lord's day evening.
During Dly visit to HopkinsvillA I
was truly ~lad to meet the venerable
Dr. D. J. Gish who is an honored elder of the congregation,
and one of
the originators
of the South Ky.
Christian
Missionary, and Sondayschool Association. While he is feeble
and not able to attend church as he
formerly did, his interest in the cause
of the Master has not in the least
abated.
Such men as he and Bro. B.
S. Campbell, an associate elder are a
great blessing to tbe world.
Monday morning I left Hopkinsville for this place (Hampton) in Livingston county.
I left the railroad at
Marion when I took a hack for Salem.
At Salem I found H. C. Ford who
gave me a seat in his buge, and after
a three hours' drive over a pretty
rough road we reached
Hampton
when we had an appointment to begin a meeting Monday night.
At Marion I saw the residence of
Senator Deboe which is a cottage
with five or six rooms and worth I
suppose about $1200. Marion is a
town of about 1000 inhabitants.
At the' close of our meeting I will
report the result.
We have aided
Bro. Ford in this field for the past 18
months he devoting half of his time to
it. Since the last convention he has
had about 50 additions.
Bro. Ford
is one of the most efficient preachers
in South Ky. He has certainly done
a good work at Hampton and Liberty
Grove, and in the surrounding country.
The work done in this country
is the result of our co -operative work.
If the South Ky. Association had
never had an existence there would
not be to-day any congregation
at
Hampton, Salem, Liberty Grove, nor
Chestnut Grove.
I would be truly
glad if any reader of this paper will
give me the name of any miyion
place in South Ky. that is having regular preaching by the aid of brethren
who oppose organized mission work.
While I don't say there is 110 8uch
place, I don't know of any,
.

11

W. H. Ligon who labored .ucceyfully in this country several years is
kindly remembered
by his many
friend8 who would appreciate a visitj
from him.
"

LDOPER &WEGE
SHIRT

I .~,

,-

tURN

MAKERS

S

HATTER

S

ISHE~£L~PHONE 18 6
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Brethren who owe on pledges will
confer a Kteat favor on our faithful
workers by remitting to our treasurer
J as. H. Kerr, Henderson, Ky.

294 ~.(HERRV ST.
(OPP.MAXWELLHoUSE.)

We Have No
Quarrel!
•

With anyone for not believing our
sage when first they hear it.

Obituary.
Died, July 14, Sister Lucinda.Terry, aged 60 yean.
This i8 as much as
the great busy world sees in an obituary.
But to U8, the sorrowing ones
left behind, it mean8 infinitely more.
It mean8 a mother'8 love no longer
protects us, a mother'8 faith no longer inspire8 us, and a mother's intluence hu departed, save in the mem0ry of the put.
God knows best. He
doeth all thingswellj
and, though we
may not see the eternal purpose in
thi8 sad blow, yet by faith we believe
that it is best for mother, and that
the sting is but the impress of God's
fingers u he molds our lives into
shape for heaven.
JAB. E. TERRY.
Winchester, Ky.

Illinois Central R. R.
TO THE

I

For the above occasion tickets will be
sold by the Illinois Central Railroad at
varying times, ratn and limits, including
a ticket on sale daily, glM>dto return until November 7, and including tickets having limit of twenty days, fifteen days and
seven days; also tickets on Tuesdays and
Thursday. of each week with limit of
fifteen days. For full particulars as to
which of tile aboveapplies from your nearest railroad station in connection.with the
Illinois Central Railroad, call on or address your nearest railroad ticket agent.
WK.MURRAY.Div.
Pass. Agt., New Orleans
JOHNA. SCOTT,
Div. Pass. Agt., Memphis.
A. H. HANSON,
Gen. Pass. Agt., Claicago.
W. A. KELLOND,
A. G. P. A., Louisville.
Guarantee POlltlon. Aooep$
note. lortnition, or can de
potil money In bank till pootlion is secured. Carfare paid.

C/)II'I:'.~~~
~~

lUSHVILLIl.
TIINN •• aad TIlXARKANA. TIlXAS.
rndoned by Banke ••• Mercbants and olbe... Bookkeep-

~~.:o;~
:=~o:.B~t:re:~~nt,:~~h
B':~l\~.8
~~:.!d:;
Penmanship,

8horihand,

Typewriting,

607 CHURCH

ST:

EDUCATIONAL.
BUREAUOF EDUCATION

J. W. Blair, Prop., successor to Miss
• Crosthwait and J. W. Blair, WilcoxBuild
ing Nashville, 'l'enn. Send stamp for in
formation.

~nl\'.

Real:lonf'for Ii Change of Position,
By George W. Lee.

A sermon preached in the Central
Christian Church, Dallas, Texas, Jan.
24, 1897. A tract of fifteen pages,
embodying his reasons for leavi.ng the
Methodist Church and ministry and
uniting with the Christian Church.
This tract has excited much interest
wherever it has been circulated.
It is
written in clear, convincing style, and
excellent spirit, and makes an admirable document for general circulation.
The first edition was soon exhausted.
Second Edition now ready.
Single
copy 5 cents; 12 copies, 25 cents; 100
copies, $1.50. Published and for sale
by the Christian Courier Co., Dallas,
Texas.

NA~;.H1!-Llt
LAUNDRY CD
HI'GHESi CLASS Woq~
TEL.767

Telegraphy,

our bvoka for home IItudy i. next beltt;bing to entering OUI
WPkl 111a~J/..,\Jyi,/., £JleDtion U>Iapaper·l

~

R. W. Il~WIn, Pl1esident and Managel1,

B (tbristian

And International
Bxposition at
}'{ASfiVILL€.

Ing,

JtVGIEfUG BRIli GRBINET
~OlYlPRNY._sreC\""","'.~.

NATIONAL

VIA THE

DRAUGHON'S
PRACTICAL

Our ]VIess5ge is:
We will sell our HYGIENIC BATH
CABINE'l' to any chroni<'casc, no matter
how bad they may be, and relieve them at
~nce, and cure them in a littlc time, and
If they don't feel like new beinO'sin three
weeks, we will cheerfully refu;'d money.
This sounds too good to be true. 'l'hat
IT IS TRUE, is attested by mcn and women of the very highest eharactcr.
A trial will convince the most skeptical.
IT COSTYOU NOTHING. Indorscd by
every HONEST doctor.

The leading School and Taeehers' Bureau
of the South and Southwest is the

BXCURSION TICKBTS

TENNESSEE
CENTENNIAL

lllCS-

NO NEGRO WASHING

~r.rN-" iliAIj

TAKEN

I~ T~/lN.l(Y.AHn

"

"~

ALA.

tHE GOSPEL MESSENGER.

12

Institute,
~. &: M. Collegiate
Fayetteville Tef)r}
nail aoad

Great Through Trunk Line
BETWEEN

Gineinnati,Lexington,Louisville.Evans
ville, St, Louis,
And the cities of

Jashville, r«emphis, montgomery, mobile and New OJf~
leans.
WITfi0UT
AND SPEED

This Institute believes in that kind of gentlemanly conduct that commends it·
self to people endowed with common sense. It takes no part in dude society, and
holds that boys and girls suffer injustice when the opportunity of labor has not been
offered them. It will not be a party to the intellectual development of the very smart
untruly, know-it-all-good-for nothing young man who disregards a mother's love and
depends on the "old man" for support in his reckleness.
The Institute prepares the
worthy, however humble, for real life.
Expenses are in the reach of nearly all the people, $125 will pay board, furnished room, fuel and lights, and literary tuition for an entire school year. The next ses'
sion will open Monday Aug. 23, 1897; "nd close May 2, 1897.
Address, JAMES A. TATE.

LARGEST JEWELRY HOUSE IN THE SOUTH.

B. Ii. STIEP JEWELRY CO.

<9fiA.l'fG€
UNRIVALED.

208''''210

Pullman Palace Cars for Atlanta, Savan
nah, Macon, Jacksonville
and points in
Florida.
Connections
are made at Guthrie and
Nashville for all points.
North, East
South and west .. In Pullman Palace Cars
Emigrants, seeking homes on the line of
thIs road will receive special low rates.
See agenh of this company for rates
routes, &c., orwr ite to
C. P. ATMORE, G. P. IV T· A.
louiwille

UNION STREET.

NASHVILLE.

TENN.

tI€ADQU ART€RS FOR

glGlII)0I)J.s, W. Gdcb~s, RiI)~

W. •.n, ~l'ecf~cles.

J ~~~l,.y,
.€10c~s,

~f~,.liI)S ~ll~,.
~"0I)3<ts

14I)J.€m

@lG1sS

~I)J. R14I)cy@nJ.s.

Send for our Latest Illustrated Catalogue.
Mail orders promptly attended to.
Repairing a specialty.
All work warranted.

cJ.

B.

<9A.~~, lVIaI)ager.

•••••...•............•••••••...................•.........•..•..........•.•••••.............

,

Caskey's

Last Book

NO-VV READY.
An interesting book of about 300 pages, handsomely bound in flexible cloth cover prepaid, for ONE DOLLAR, or in paper binding prepaed for SEVENTY·FIVE
CENTS.
This contains, besides an inter
esting Auto-biography of Bro. Oaskey, some of his finest proiluctions
nver before published.
Order now.
MESSENGER
PUB. CO.
208 College s-treet,
.NASHVILLE, TENN .

__

...

.

..•.•................•.....•............................................................................................................

_
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Gospel Call,

The Mountain Resorts of V1I'g!nla.,the Whnill
Mountains and the Seaside of New England, the
Thousand Islands, the Lake and Forest ResoI'tII
ot Mlchlgao'p Wisconsin and Minnesota. tll4i
Yellowstone ark and the Resorts of Colorado,
are all quickly reached by the
lEW

DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

10

ST. LOUIS CHICAGO
CINCINNATI LOUISVILLE
maintained by the

ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R.

Tourist Rates and close connections. Ask yow
local railroad ticket agent for particulars.
&. H. HANSON, G. P. A.. W. A. KELLaND, A.G. P,"
OhiCBIIO.
New <rl<lana.

$2.60 a dozen.

meet 1kentuck" (tollege,
.
fop

~

,ma~ftelbt 1f{~.

MALES AND FEMALES.
English and Classics.

Five Courses
of Study.
Handsome
buildings.
Situation
healthy.
No ~aloons.
Undor auspices of Christian. Church.
Next
session begins Sept. 7, 189-7. Send for Catalogue.
MILTON ELLIOTT,
President.

B

OARDING in a First-class house is a
luxury, when the charges are reasonable. When any of the friends of this pa

"CONVERS/ON.

N

-£>

By B. F. Manire.
per visit Nashville, they can find such a 328 pages, cloth bound. $1 per copy
Address the Author, JackBoarding house by calling on Mrs S. A prepaid.
son, Miss,
M,Allist~rl ~ s. Hi~h street.

nm GOSPEL MFSSENGEll
••••••••••••

111. p. $. '-t. £. lDepartment.
DAILY TASKS.

r:', land Endeavorers enjoyed a delight-

" ful surprise in' having him with them.
July 26. Willing Work. Neh. 4: 1-6 .. He said, in part: "This great army of
July 27. Work with God. Hag. 2:1-9. ' earnest, Christian young people did
not give up their precious time and
July 28.
"My Father's
Bnsiness.'"
Luke 2: 41-52.
,
cross the contillent for the loaves and
July 29. Quiet Work. 2 Thes. 3:6-18"(
fishes of office. They came for felJuly 30, Hard Work.
Provo ,6: 6-11,1, lowship aTld spiritual uplifting.
That
July 31. Work Rewarded.
2 Tim. 1:"\1 is the only topic, the reigning idea of
I-~
~
every hour of the convention. WhethAug. I. TOPIC.
"PUTTING
RE-r,j
er we talk of citizenship, of missions,
L1GION INTO OUR DAILY TASKS:' '.',
of any other subject connected with
I Kings
7: 13, 14; Acts 18: 1-4; Mark 6:'
this vast work; whether it be in ev1-3.
i'
ening prayer orin early morning con1. No matter how large or how small
secration; it is the life filled with the
a Jews offering might be, it was only
spirit of God. The success of these
acceptable when it came from a wil.l." great conventions
is due t'o that.
iing heart.
Will God be pleased with":\ There are 50,000 little camp fires
mere perfunctory service from us?
i: burning day and night: these are the
2. We are the temples of God.~:
f' societies of Cbristian Endeavor.
The

I

How, .then, can we. ever fee! that any~\
work IS too hard, smce he IS presen~
to help; or tuo insignificant, since he!
is always with us?
3. When can we be Bure that all we
do is the "Father's business? ,i
4. "She bath done what she could."

fl

conventions only show the real work
of the societies.
Men want this;
Christians are longing for it. Thousands thank God that they have
found this life:filling spirit. The evidence is world -wide that this movement is universal.
In India, Africa,
Europe the evidence is stronger
and stronger.
The power of God and
the love of Jesus Christ is the thing
for which you must seek. That is the
purpose of this great convention.

! and

Are not life's sim~le dut~es" faithfully
performed, great m God s sIght'!'
,
~. There is no ~onor ,in doing easy()
thmgs.
When. dIfficultIes come, be J
sure that God Judges us able to bear
ili~.
",
6. We kno IV that for all who live
each day, as in God's sight, there is a
future reward.
Is there not also a
present reward in the consciousness
of duty fulfilled, and of work well
done?
7. The religion that amounts to
anything must be practiced constantly. It is not possible to restrain impatience, to be always cherry and
helpful, without daily prayer; hourly
prayer is nearer right.
"I can do
all things
through
Christ which
strengtheneth me." But the strenp;th
is Dot given till we seek it.

rl

The twenty thousand delef{ates who
poured into San. Francisco received a
royal welcome from the local Endeavorers, whose well-planned arrangements left no rooIO for confusion or
trouble.
The only delay was caused
by the railroads, who found it difficult
to manage so many trains.
These
same railroad men laughed at Sec.
Baer, as wildly extravagant, when he
said there would be at least five thousand delegates at the convention.
Owing to the blocked railroads, Dr.
Clark could not reach San Francisco
tor the evening meetIng, so the Oak-

Greetings to the convention were
sent by the Endeavorers in Germany.
France, Japan and India.
The convention buildings and' all
the churches were decoratetl with the
colors of '97-purple
and gold. The
Sa'l Francisco press gave full reports,
and did much to make the visitorB
feel that they were welcome.
J. H. Bomberger, President of the
Ohio C. E. Union, said: "We greet
the Endeavorers of California eight
hundred strong.
Our idea in coming
to San Francis(;o is not to engage in
a jollification, but to exert a moral infiuence over the people whom we
meet."
On the westward journey, a halt
was made at Salt Lake City for sightseeing aud to spend the Lord's day
qutetly.
Never before had any save
members of the Mormon Church been
admitted to the Tabernacle to take
part in a llervice; but on this fourth
of July the great building was crowded with endeavorers, and the meeting
was strictly Christian.
It must have
been an object lesson to the Mormons

"The Life Filled with the Spirit "
was the theme of the opening sernces
of the co~vention, held in the churches of San Francisco and Oakland
These meetings of prayer and praise
form a large and important part of
every convention.
Rev. Nehemiah
Boynton summed up his whole addrella
in the sentence: "The Christian Ute
is an actual life; it is an ample life!
and beyond these it is an active lite;
and, thank God, it is an inspiriq
life."
Rev. J. Z. Tyler, our own
National Supt., said that the chief
blessing of Jesus is the gift of hia
spirit to his people, and allowing it
to abide with them. Rev E. L. Powell, of Louisville, referred to the life
filled with the Spirit as shown by the
prophet and missionary, and said that
such are Christian Endeavorera, whom
the world needs:
"strong,
loyal
hearts, with the enthusiasm that is
steady and true and sure."
"Our society has three signa of a
universal movement.
It was born in
obscurity and weakne88. It has not
owed its extension to human advocacy or ecclesiastical authority.
It has
spread to every land. It has been
found adapted to every evangelical
creed, to every form of church gov·
ernment, and to every race and class
and language and condition of people.
It has failed only where the principle.
involved in our covenant pledge have
been ignored, or where it has been
crushed out by denominational authority."-Dr
F. E. Clark.
In begging a Christian lady to take
and care for a naked child covered
with mud a poor native Japanell6
woman said: "Please do take little
baby, for your God is the only God
that teaches to be good to little children. "-Selected.

MISSIONARY
DAY: For all Christian
churches in Tennessee, flm Lord's
day in October.
OHRISTIAN

DEPOSITORY.

Give your children pure literature,
and you will reap pure thoughts.
Give them "light" reading, and you
will reap light thoughts.
Pure Literature, Bibles, Testaments,
Song Books, Bible Dictionaries, all
books reviewed in this column; &c.,
&c., can be obtained by writing to the
address below.
The Christian Sunday' School Seri.
are the BEST. Write for samplesfree upon application.
W M. S. BROADHURST,
163-165 Fourth Ave.,
p o. 'BOX 646.
:'OUl~VILLlll,E:Y.

11m GOSPBl ~Gmt
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Soutbern

PROGRAMME.
-OF

Cbristian·
College
NASHVILLE, - TENN
Fittst·Glass College for Young Itadies·
This school opened last September, and everything con,;idered, made a fine showing. The buildngHare in a healthy, high location, and the surroundings are the hest. The courAeis as thorough
as in any of our colleges, with many ~dvantages
not pOHseHsedby some others. Our Southern brotherhood should investigate the merits of thifl school
before sending elsewhere.
Second year of the school opens September 14, next
For information, write
G. L. SURBER, Prel!lident
Southern Chri8tian College,
Nashville, Tenne88ee.
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Co-operation me~ting at Beech Grove, McLean
county, Ky., August 14 and 15, '97.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON.

•

Devotional Exercises, Bro. J. L. Brewer.
10: 00
Welcome Address, Bro. J. T. Dillehay.
10: 10
Response, Bro. R. D. Westerfield.
10: 20
The Co-operation Cause, Bro. R. H. CroAsfield.
10: 30
Church and Christian Duty, Bro. M. O.
11 :00
Towns.
How can we be our brother's keeper? Bro.
11: 15
T. H. Dillehay.
11: 30
Noon
SATURDAY AFTERNOON.

Devotional Exercises, Bro. C. C. Fulkerson.
Christian Union, Bro. Wm. B. Not'.
General Work of an Elder, Bro. Hugh Lynn.
General Work of a Deacon, Bro. B. Macl\ey.
Church Business and How to Transact it, Bro.
J. H. Wilhite.
Christian Energy, Bro. Austm Berry.
Christian Responsibility, Bro. W. T. Dillehay.
Other Matter.
Adjournment.

2:
2:
2:
2:

00
10
25
50

3 : 00
3: 10
3: 25
3 : 40
4 : 00

SUNDAY MORNING.

THIS SIZE

Devotional Exercise, Bro. S. W. Pruitt.
Brotherly Love, Bro. G. W. Jeffres.
Personal Consecration, Bro. Dock Smith.
Answers to excuses for non-attendance at
chureh and Sunday-school, Bro. A. J.
Bridges.
Sermon
Bro. J. L. Brewer,
Communion Service

$1.00 ••

P R E~AC HER

SI

Save Your Idea!
You will need them
some day. Our filing
cabinet is the best device for classifying
clippings and ideas
for instant reference.
Write to-day for full information.

messenger ~ub. (to.•
NASHVILLE, TENN.
208 N. College ~•.

10: 00
10: 10
10: 30

10: 40
10: 50
11 : 40

SUNDAY AFTERNOON.

Devotional Exercises, Bro. Geo. Welch.
Report of the general work done during the
past year and the present condition of
each congregation.
An elder or some
one appomted by each congregation,
five minutes each.
Report of the Sunday-school work done during the past year and it's present condition, Sunday-school superintendent
or some one appointed by ea~h school,
five minutes each.
Give a general outline of your Christian life.
Each Christian 5 minutes.
Report of Committee on Resolutions.
Appointment of Committee on time, Place
and Programme for next meeting.
Adjournment

.._ ..

2: 00

2: 10

2: 50
3: 15
3: 40
3: 50
4: 00

If' we would render our services acceptable to
God, we must remember him in our joy as well as
in our sorrow. Let us give to hl ••..our brightellt.
days.-Ruth
Fancher.

IHE ~
(Continued from page 7.)
lative to none of these "matters now retarding th~
progress of the cause of Christ."
While thousands
have stood before me, hand in mine, and made "the
good confession," I have never questioned one of
them about these "matters."
Shalll now renounce
and disfellowship all of these who do not understand
these things exactly as I understand them? They
IfIay refuse to recognize or fellowship or affiliate
with me; but I will never refuse to recognize or
fellowship or affiliate with them-never.
Shall I, having been, by the grace of God,
while simply preaching the word, instrumental in
leading ten thousand lost souls to the Lamb for
sinners slain, become a partisan, and go to war,
over questions that "do gender strifes," against
many of these and thousands of others with whom
I have fought for Jesus and his cause? Not while
sincere sentiments and conscientious convictions
cherIshed in my heart for thirty-three years remain
unchanged.
'
Now, my beloved brother, "what I have written I have written," and I am willing for the world
to nad it. I have, as you know, beep sick a long,
long time. This is probably the last production
Qf my pen for publication. 1 am perfectly willing to'
meet it at the Judgment to-morrow. You know me
and my manner of life. You know me at home. You
know me abroad. You know me just as I am. You
know I try to "live peacably with all men."
You
know I never meddle with other people's matters.
never speak evil of anyone, never try to injure any
one, never try to defend myself, never try to aven~e
myself, never accuse anyone
of any thing, and
never deny any thing of which I am accused.
So careful have I always been, all along all
such lines, that, while, of course, I have my preferences among our papers, (and preachers too,) and
once tried to edit and publish a paper myself,. I
never speak unkindly, disparagingly or disrespectfully of any of them, (papers or preachers,) publicly or privately. and have never tried to influence
anyone to quit taking any paper, to take anothernever ..
Wiser and better men do otherwise, however;
and some good brethren may deem it their duty to
denounce, renounce, criticise, censure, condemn,
boycott and abuse me, avd refuse to recognize,
fellowship or affiliate with me, because I am "'~ I
am, do as I do, and, especially, because I have
written what I have WrItten in answer to your' 'open
letter;" since, unfortunately, such spirit seems to
be a popular and prevalent substitute for the spirit
of Christianity, in these degenerate days of discord,
division and strife among the children of God. If
so, may th" Lord abundantly bless, sanctify and
save them.
"A few more days-or years, at most" -and
I shall be beyond the power of persecution, the
shafts of Satan, the stain of slander, the shadow of
sorrow, and the sting of sin. I shall certainly
never retaliate.
I shall simply do as I have always
done: "Love the brethren;" be true to my convictions; endure as patiently as possible whateoever
may come upon me; go when and where I am wanted and called, if I can; carefully avcid all questions
that "do gender strifes" among God's people;
"preach the word;" try to do my whole duty, and
gladly leave all results with Him from whom all
blessings flow. Gratefully and Fraternally,

T. B.
Florence, Ala., July 10, 1897.
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Will find it to their interest to write to this
office and arrange with us for their entertainment while here, and not wait to arrange for it after you come. We have
arranged with the cleanest, nicest, most desirable b:>ardinghouse in this city to entertain the friends of the MESSENGiR attending our great Centen.nial exhibition, at
rates much less than you can get at a
hotel. The house is located on the car
line, a beautiful three story brick, owned
and controlled by one of our sisters, and
no better table was ever set than you
would get here. Write us. Address,

:Pub.
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CHOICE SONGS
•

FOR

•

Church, Revival, Christian EndeaVOl"
and Sunday-School,
BY

J. V. Coombs and W. E. M. Hackleman.
PrIce. 2!l cts. per copy-PostpaId.
120.00 per hundred-Nor

.2.60 pel' doz.;
INlI PAPER.

WELL

BOUND.

HANDsmlE

Prep.,a.

BOARD

COVER.

Oontalns 185 songs, and Is, In size and general makethe market, yet tt Is sold 30%
cheaper. It contains musIc for all occasIons, by over sa
of the best wrIters of the day, such as Will L. Thompson
Excell. Bllhorn, Sweeney, Kirkpatrick. Showalter, Fill·
more, Reese, Gabriel, Hawes, Lorenz, Miller. Baltzell
Ogden, Rosecrans, Gltre, Hudson, Palmer, Root, etc
.Alsosome hymns from such writers as Gottschalk. Gau·
nod, Mozart, Haydn. Handel, Conkey, Hatton, Monk,
Mason, Bradbury, Na!"ell, Emerson, etc,

np. equal to any .;sc. book on

Used by 15 /':,vang'cllsts

<1~1 f

Slnller&

Compare This Bouk With Others.
RE~lEM8ER THB PRICB.
JlI:ND TOUR ORDER TO

Messenger Publishing CO'r
NASHVILLE,

TENN.

Religion is not mere truth, gained by study,
and retained by watchfulness in the soul. It iR
truth translated into actions, e~bodied in life.John Howe.
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At tbe TeI)l)essee <geI)teI)I)ial
You may grow wearied over the wealth of wonders to be seen, but, for
that wearied feeling, take a look at the world-renowned

Tennessee Centennial and
International Exposition.

NASHVILLE,
Brt lRoom
"
CHATTANOOGA
~HI1.-1.-I~S ~ :BU~~OR~~
& St.LOUIS RAILWA Y.
M'
~'G.
CO.,
~~:=~!!!1~~.~~~.~~.~:=:~:.
@pen IDal1an~ 'lRigbt.
'llUlatm 'llUlelcomefOt all.
of the

'I~DON'TFORGET IT!

IIdmission Fpee as the IIiI' You Btteathe.
Wait

U I")tilYou Get to .Nashville Before BuviI)g

StDVeS

of any description.
Oil,
Gasoline, Alcohol, Coal,
Coke or Wood, Heating or
Cooking.

Gb'lna

in hrilliant cuttings, or pretty Tableware at prices that
rlease.
Full line of Lamp
Goods.

GUARANTEE

T'lnwatte

of latest shapes.
Each
piece tested before it
leaves the salesman's
hands.

in ldaintiest forms and
chaste decorations.
The
plain white for amateurs
in large assortment.

Gl as S
WE

By this line you secure the

· 1es
Bleye

ALL GOODS WE

-AT

The stylish Stearns, the
splendi~ Hall~day, our
own Centennial.
The
low-priced Juveniles.

SELL AND MAKE

~~ NashvilleShorthand Institute ~
~ ~~ TennesseeBusiness College.

MI N I MUM

of expense, anxiety,
bother, fatigue.
If you are going NORTH or WEST, be
sure to take this line.

Ij. €~el'l'J"i)f~tf,

tween Nashville and Memphis, makin~
connection at Memphis, with all Iiges to
and from Arkansas,
Texas and Southwest.

PU LLM AN
PALACE
SLEEPING
CARS

Between M.emphis
a~d Nash.vllle on
Night TraIns.
Between Nashville and
Chattanooga, Knox·
ville, Washington,
Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York. Between Nashville
and Jacksonville,Florida.daily
year 'round
via Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Macon and
Tifton.
Excursion Tickets on sale during season.
EXCURSION

••.

,ALEXANDER FALL, fresident.

SaORT}tIINO,
TYPEWR!TIN,
BOOKKEEPING
TEhEG~IIPaY,
PEN~IlNs}tIP
e=

AAD RIIII EfiGIIISf:l BQRfiGf:lES Tf:lOQOUGf:lIIY TRUGf:lT.

=::s.

\tuition wit bin tbe 1Reacb of BUI. I.I.
I.I.I.a;oo~ Positions fot BU'llUlben ~uallne~.

~omplete (tOllrSe,lbomeltke (5onveniences.
SplenNb Bpartments BIWa\?s<rlean,
(5oob160arb at moberate 'Rates.
~erfect Satisfaction Given or Money Refunded.
~

L3IEs:a

CALL

OR

fort, satisfaction,
THE-

TH ROUGH Both via new Hollow
Rock Route and the
SERVICE McKenzine Route be-

r •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~ •.s¢l,'yf¢l'fflI)
~u1,lis~iI)~[l0use, ii>8

MAX 1M U M of speed .• safe.ty,com

WRITE

FOR

TICKETS

On sale at reduced rates from all points
on this line and connections to Nashville
and return during the continuance of the
Tennessee Centennial and International
Exposition.
JQV"'For further information,
Ticket Agents or address

call upon

W. W. KNOX, Nashville, Tenn.
J. L. EDMONDSON,
So. Pass. Agt., Chattanooga; Tenn.
S. E. HOWELL,
Pass. and Ticket Agent,
Cor. 9th and Market Sts., Chattanooga,
Tenn.
W. L. DAt\LEY,
Gen'l Pass. and Tkt. Agt., Nashville
Tenn.

TERMS.

Nashville, Tennessee.

Faints, Oil and Window Glass
Doors, Blinds and Glazed Windows.
ArtIsts
Materials and Mathe:natical Instruments.

FROM

COLLEGES

IN

30 Days

Special rates to Schools and Teachers.
Sample
copies sent for examination.
Write for prices and
circulars showing Some of its Special Advantages,
lIlustrations, etc. (Mention this paper). Address

DRAUGHON'S Practical Business College,
Nashville, Tenn., or Texarkana, Texas.
DRAUGHON-I learned
bookkeeping at
home from your book. while holding a pOSItion as
DiR"httelegraph operator"
C. E. LEFFINGWELL,
Bookkeeper for G -ber & Flcks,
Wholest.. • Grocers, S. Chica,llO, JU.
... ,
"""OF.
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.-- -...;--......;..~

